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Major changes proposed for employment law
The law could be shifting in favour of employers, especially
for smaller businesses.
The Business Secretary, Vince Cable, has outlined a package of
measures aimed at revising the way employers hire, manage disputes,
and dismiss employees. The idea is to reduce unnecessary demands on
business while still generally safeguarding employees’ rights. From
6 April 2012, the period that employees must have been with an
employer before they can claim unfair dismissal is to be raised from
one to two years.
One of the more radical proposals is to introduce compensated, ‘no
fault’ dismissals for micro-firms with fewer than ten employees. An
underperforming employee of such a micro-firm could be paid off with
a cash settlement, with no subsequent right to claim for unfair
dismissal. The Government had previously aired the suggestion that
compensated, ‘no fault’ dismissals might completely replace the unfair
dismissal process. The resulting controversy ended in the Prime
Minister’s denial of the proposal.
Nevertheless, the Government is continuing to look at more ways to
simplify the existing dismissal process, including an overhaul of the
employment tribunal system, which some commentators believe has
become increasingly complex and inefficient. There will be a
consultation on the introduction of fees for anyone wishing to take a
claim to an employment tribunal.
Mr Cable also announced that the Government will consult on a
proposal to allow ‘protected conversations’ whereby employers can
discuss issues such as poor performance or retirement with employees,
without any fear of the discussions being used in an employment
tribunal claim. There will be further consultation on simplifying
compromise agreements – to be renamed ‘settlement agreements’ –
where employees sign away their rights to make a claim against their
employer in return for the payment of an agreed amount of
compensation. There are several other proposals, so 2012 looks as if it
will be an important year for employment law reform.
Employment tribunals have traditionally been unwilling to accept that
the cost of providing support to a disabled employee is, alone, a
legitimate reason for discrimination. But in a recent case, Cordell v
Foreign & Commonwealth Office, it was accepted that there was no
disability discrimination where the cost of making the support available
was unreasonable. Although this may indicate a future willingness to
allow discrimination on a purely economic basis, it should be noted
that in this case the additional costs involved with the disputed
promotion were considerable (around £145,000 a year), and the
decision is not binding on other tribunals.
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Sowing the seeds of enterprise and other tax
changes
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Tax relief of up to 78% will be
available for investments in new
small companies under the Seed
Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS).
This was one of several proposals in the
Chancellor’s Autumn Statement on

29 November aimed at stimulating growth.
However, the investment risks will be high.

their own companies provided they own less
than 30% of the company’s shares.

The scheme will be similar to the existing
enterprise investment scheme, but it will be
targeted at companies that are not more
than two years old and are carrying on, or
preparing to carry on, a new qualifying
trade. Investors will benefit from income tax
relief at 50%, regardless of the rates at
which they actually pay tax on their income.

If you are attracted by the tax relief, do your
research before investing. Around one in
three new ventures fail in the first three
years.

The potential for the extra 28% tax relief
comes from an exemption from capital
gains tax (CGT) on gains realised from
disposals of any assets from 6 April 2012 to
5 April 2013, provided the gains are
reinvested through the SEIS in the same
period.
The company must comply with a number
of conditions, including meeting a ‘financial
health requirement’ at the time the shares
are issued. There must be no prearranged
exit for investors and the company’s trade
must be a genuinely new venture. Directors,
but not employees, will be able to invest in

The Autumn Statement confirmed that the
rate of research and development (R&D)
relief for small and medium enterprises will
increase to 225% from its present 200%,
and that companies will no longer have to
spend at least £10,000 on R&D to qualify
for relief. Furthermore, from April 2012,
claims will no longer be limited to the
amount of the company’s PAYE and national
insurance contributions liability.
There were also details of an ‘above the line’
tax credit for R&D expenditure for large
companies from April 2013. This will allow
large companies to account for the tax
credit as a reduction in the R&D spending of
the company. Smaller companies can
already claim repayment of R&D tax credits.

Are you newly self-employed? You may not have to pay your first tax bill until 22 months after you started your
business and HMRC has recently published a new leaflet to help budget for this. Based on estimated earnings it shows the
amount that should be set aside each week or month – for example, if weekly profits are £500 then you should set aside
£104. However, this guidance, although helpful, ignores the payment on account that is likely to be due at the same time
for the following year. The first tax bill will then be 50% higher – £156 instead of £104.

The pensions revolution continues
The start of the tax year on 6 April
marks several important changes to
pensions.
Contracting out If you are currently
contracted out of the state second pension
(S2P) through a personal pension or a
money purchase occupational scheme, your
contracting out will end automatically on
5 April this year. The funds built up in your
private pension arrangement will remain,
but from 6 April you will start to accrue S2P.
National insurance contributions (NICs)
NIC costs will rise from this April for
employees who are contracted out through
their employer’s occupational scheme –
increasing both employers’ and employees’
contributions. For final salary schemes, the
contracting out NICs rebate falls from 1.6%
to 1.4%. For money purchase schemes, the
rebate disappears completely because
contracting out will have ended. The NIC

rates will not change for employees
contracted out through a personal pension.
Lifetime allowance The standard lifetime
allowance, which normally sets the
maximum tax-efficient value of pension
benefits, will fall from £1.8 million to £1.5
million from 6 April. If you have existing
primary or enhanced protection, the
reduction will have little if any effect.
However, if you have no protection, then
you may need to consider the option of
claiming fixed protection.
Broadly speaking, fixed protection allows
you to keep the £1.8 million lifetime
allowance, but only if no further
contributions are made to your money
purchase pension arrangements and you
don’t accrue any more benefits in a defined
benefit scheme that exceed set limits. You
must claim fixed protection by 5 April 2012,
so if it might be relevant to you, please

contact us as soon as possible.
Two other aspects of pensions were the
subject of announcements late last year, but
their impact will be longer term:
State pension age (SPA) You will only be
affected by these adjustments if you were
born between 6 April 1954 and 5 October
1954. The timetable for SPA increases has
been changed. The move to 66 has been
put back by six months, but the rise to 67
will now be introduced eight years earlier
than previously planned, between April
2026 and April 2028.
Auto-enrolment The start date for autoenrolment into pension arrangements for
small employers will be put back by
13 months, to May 2015.
For more information on the implications of
these changes for you, please contact us.
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Do you have a Swiss bank account? If you do then the UK tax authorities will be coming after you. HSBC Swiss
account holders are currently being contacted, and they will have just 30 days to disclose their tax liabilities or face
possible investigation. The HSBC account details were apparently provided by a disgruntled former employee, but it is a
taste of HMRC’s approach ahead of the UK-Swiss tax agreement taking effect from 1 January 2013. One possible
disclosure route is through the Liechtenstein Disclosure Facility, which is not restricted to Liechtenstein assets. Disclosure
will avoid penalties of up to 200% and possible criminal prosecution.

UK resident individuals have to make
a distinct break with the UK if they
want the tax authorities to treat
them as non-UK resident, the
Supreme Court has confirmed. The
decision in the long-running appeal
by the expatriate businessman
Robert Gaines-Cooper could result in
HMRC chasing thousands of British
tax exiles for backdated tax.

here. They also said that HMRC had not
failed to follow its guidance but that, when
read as a whole, there was enough
information in IR20 for ‘an ordinarily
sophisticated taxpayer’ to conclude that a
person had to leave the UK permanently or
indefinitely and relinquish their usual place
of residence in the UK to become nonresident. The 90-day test only applied to
taxpayers who had clearly left the UK.

Mr Gaines-Cooper, who spent most of his
time in the Seychelles in the years
concerned, argued that he was not resident
in the UK because he averaged fewer than
91 days a year here. This had been one of
the tests described in HMRC’s guidance
booklet IR20. In 2007, the Special
Commissioners (the former appeal tribunal)
upheld HMRC’s decision that he was UK
resident. Mr Gaines-Cooper applied for
judicial review, claiming that HMRC had not
followed its own guidance.

Helpfully, the judgement confirmed that
HMRC should be bound by its guidance.
Mr Gaines-Cooper lost his appeal because
he did not fall within it. The IR20 booklet
has now been replaced by new guidance in
the form of HMRC6, which explains
explicitly the need for a definite break.

Turning down his application, the Supreme
Court judges held that the 90-day test only
applied to taxpayers who had clearly left the
UK, whereas Mr Gaines-Cooper had
continued to maintain social and family ties

In June 2011, the Government proposed a
statutory residence test to provide greater
clarity, but has now postponed its
introduction until April 2013. The
consultation document proposed that
residence status would be determined by
reference to five connection factors with the
UK, namely: family links; accommodation;
doing substantive work in the UK; spending
over 90 days here; and whether more time
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Harder to escape the UK tax net

is spent in the UK than in another country.
The present rule that a person going abroad
to work full-time is non-resident from the
outset would remain.
If you are planning to leave the UK, please
ask us for advice about your residence
status.

How employers can avoid the PAYE blues
Employers who make systematic but
unidentified mistakes in their PAYE
payments are likely to suffer
expensive penalties under the HMRC
rules that have applied in the last
two tax years.
This is because the level of penalty is based
on how often they make late payments in a
tax year. HMRC may send a warning letter
after each late payment, but they tend to be
rather vague, and they do not send out the
penalty notices until the end of the tax year,
because it is not possible to establish what
the total penalty is until then. However,
HMRC has said that it will change this
policy, but not until Real Time Information
(RTI) reporting is introduced in 2013.
RTI is HMRC’s great hope for modernising
PAYE. With RTI, employers will send tax and
national insurance information to HMRC at

the time payments are made instead of
waiting until after the end of the tax year.
This will remove the need for an annual
return, and hence the possibility of
incurring late filing penalties. The starting
and leaving process for employees will also
be simplified.
HMRC is going to pilot RTI during 2012/13
and the new system will then be introduced
from April 2013. In the interim, HMRC is
recommending that employers ensure that
information about each employee is
accurate – name, date of birth, national
insurance number, gender and address –
and ideally that it has been verified from an
official source.
The penalty for failing to file an end of year
employer annual PAYE return on time can
quickly mount up. It’s calculated as £100

per 50 employees for each month or partmonth late. The return should be filed by
19 May following the end of the tax year.
But despite continuing criticism HMRC does
not issue the first penalty notice for a late
return until 19 September – by which time
the penalty will be for five months, a
minimum of £500.
In two recent cases – involving Hok Ltd and
HMD Response International – HMRC’s
approach to the issuing of penalty notices
has been roundly condemned. In the case
involving Hok Ltd, a company with no
employees, the tribunal found that only the
first £100 of the penalty was payable. The
agent acting for HMD Response
International honestly and genuinely
believed that filing had taken place on
16 May, and given this reasonable excuse
the penalty was reduced to nil.

Did you know that HMRC now reviews its advisory rates for reimbursement of fuel used in company cars on a quarterly
basis? There are no longer any changes for price fluctuations, however. The rates from 1 December 2011 to 29 February
2012 are:
Engine size

Petrol

LPG

Engine size

Diesel

1400cc or less

15p

10p

1600cc or less

12p

1401cc to 2000cc

18p

12p

1601cc to 2000cc

15p

Over 2000cc

26p

18p

Over 2000cc

18p

Changes are announced in late February, May, August and November, and can be found on the HMRC website at:
www.hmrc.gov.uk/cars/advisory-fuel-current.htm

Cheque-ing out
Although the Payments Council has reversed its decision to scrap cheques, the Council’s description of cheques as
being in ‘terminal decline’ looks accurate, even if they can be useful on occasions.
The total number of cheques written in a year dropped from a peak
of 4 billion in 1990 to fewer than 1 billion in 2010. Many
businesses are no longer accepting them – partly due to the
abolition of the cheque guarantee card. Even without the Payments
Council’s reprieve it seems that the fate of cheques has been sealed.
Despite the about-turn, in the second decade of the 21st century
there is no reason for not using electronic payments. Although
paying suppliers by cheque may give a perception of greater
financial control, postal delays and the processing time involved
means that it is impossible to know when funds will be debited,
and lost cheques can cause major problems.
The use of electronic payment methods such as BACS and the more
modern Faster Payments Service mean that a business will know
exactly when payments are to be made. Online banking provides an
easy solution for smaller businesses.
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Customers can be encouraged to pay electronically by including the
bank sort code and account number on all invoices, while retail
businesses have a choice of various cash (PDQ) machines, including
fully mobile ones, to accept customers’ debit and credit cards.

Reimbursing overseas expenses
HMRC recently updated its list of scale rate payments
that can be used when reimbursing accommodation and
subsistence expenses that employees incur when
travelling overseas.
Payments within these rates avoid income tax and national
insurance contributions and there is no need to include them on an
employee’s form P11D.
The list (found at www.hmrc.gov.uk/employers/wwsr-bench.pdf)
covers a wide range of regions and countries, as well as larger
cities. Rates are generally in local currency, the US dollar or euro,
and allow employers to reimburse employees on either an hourly

basis or on a per meal basis. For example, an employee attends a
meeting in New York, staying for 18 hours. The employee can either
be reimbursed $72.50 (for a stay between 10 and 24 hours), plus
the accommodation rate of $204 – assuming the employee stays
overnight. Alternatively, reimbursement could be on a per meal
basis – for example, breakfast $17, lunch $25.50, dinner $40,
drinks $7, plus accommodation.
The rates do not cover en route expenses, such as the taxi to a UK
airport, nor the £10 per night allowance payable to cover incidental
expenses. Employers also have the option of negotiating their own
scale rates or reimbursing employees based on actual, vouched
expenses.
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